This is a collection of ideas and projects that you can do with children of all ages adjusting the activity and theme according to age.
These activities are meant to inspire you and serve as a guide and idea collection.
Please give your children the freedom to make these ideas their own…. using their hands
as a tool to be creative.
Every child has individual skills and their own preferences, and you as a teacher or parent,
are encouraged to give children the freedom to make their own creation.
Every paper plate animal, mask or game created will be different and unique.
Let it be and encourage the children to explore their individuality through colours, form,

shape and size.
Let your children paint and create freely on paper plates, cardboard, paper, pieces of wood
or simply, with their hands in the sand.
Encourage them to explore shape, lines in all directions and movement on paper in colour
as this will give them the foundation for moving into the written word and formation of
letters, in a natural and creative way.
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YOUR TOOL BOX
_________________________________________

Your tool box can be very simple and you can collect most of the things that you will use
in the creative process with the children yourself in nature or in your home.
Go outside and take your class or your group or your child for a walk.
Open your eyes and observe, investigate the plants, stones, leaves and little sticks or pieces
of wood that you can find.
Fill your box:

☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

☺
☺
☺

Small sticks for gluing or painting.
Leaves in all sizes and shapes for printing and decorating.
Seeds, cones, shells, small stones for creating a collage or printing.
Washing pegs for printing and creating patterns.
Cork, sponges and old pieces of cloth for painting, printing, gluing.
Bottle tops in all sizes and colours can be used for printing, making
necklaces and decorating a collage. You can also make a memory matching game and
teach colours and counting with bottle tops.
Wool is brilliant and fun for printing and can also be used to sting things
like leaves and shells on to make a mobile.
Household items like tin foil can bring an exciting and sparling aspect into your
craft activity.
Have a little kit with smelling things like leaves of geranium, tea or cinnamon
or lemon peel that can give an extra sensory dimension to your project.
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RECIPES FOR PLAY
_________________________________________

Making Paint
☺
☺
☺

225g of corn starch dissolved in a little water
Add the mixture to 900ml of water and bring to the boil.
Let it boil until thick and add food colouring of your choice.

Making Glue
Take one cup of flour and add some water until the paste is thick and sticky.

Making Play Dough
You will need - 1 cup salt, 2 cups flour, 1 tablespoon cream of tartar mixed with a small
amount of water and 1 tablespoon of oil.
Add vanilla essence to make it smell nice and food colouring to make different colors.
☺
☺
☺
☺

Combine the oil, salt, cream of tartar mixed with water, vanilla essence and food
colouring in a saucepan and heat until warm.
Remove from heat and add flour.
Stir and knead until it is smooth.
Store this dough in an airtight container or a Ziploc freezer bag.

Making salt dough
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

In a large bowl mix salt and flour together.
Gradually stir in water. Mix well until it forms a doughy consistency.
Turn the dough onto the bench and kneed with your hands until smooth and
combined.
Make your creations using the salt dough.
Place the salt dough creations into the oven at 180C.
Once cooled you can decorate and paint the items in all colours.
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1. PAPER PLATE MASKS
This activity speaks to the imagination and creativity of the children.
The children are encouraged to decorate their own masks and then use them for play.
Children love to take on different roles and express feelings through these roles.
This activity is a whole activity that on the one hand stimulates fine motor skills through
using crayons, scissors and sticking things with glue, teaches different colours and shapes
as well as body awareness by learning about the body parts, but it also encourages

playing creatively after the mask is done. You can us the activity to emphasize your
curriculum content by making masks related to your theme, for example. animal faces for
the farm animal or wild animal theme or characters related to a story.

Materials:

☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

paper plates
wool
glue
scissors
bits of colourful paper, seeds, stones, buttons, feathers, corks, straws and anything
else you can find to stick and glue
crayons.
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What can the child learn from this activity?
▪

▪

▪

▪

☺

☺

☺

Fine motor skills:
Use of scissors, correct holding of a pen or crayon when drawing on the masks, using
their fingers for cluing, sticking, tearing and making knots with the wool to put the
masks on.
Listening skills:
The child will listen to the instructions given by the teacher and follow the steps of how
to make the mask.
Communication skills:
The child will speak about their readymade masks in their own words and find a name
for it or tell about the colours they used in the process.
Body awareness:
We will speak about the Body parts in the process of making the masks. The children
will name all the parts of a face and show them to each other. We will have a mirror to
investigate and observe one’s own face.
Extension of this activity could be:
face painting, body mapping, making felt people to dress up, games like Simon Says,
Body Song and Rhymes, Puzzles of Human Body, play dough people…
Basic Concepts:
the children can learn about the different colours and shapes by using all the different
materials and speaking in the group about these colours and shapes. Example: what
shape does the paper plate have that we are working with, what colour is the glue,
what colour does our mouth have, what shape is our eye?
Role play:
The masks can encourage the children to play and slip into different roles.
Encourage the children to use the masks for dress up time and observe the different
fun games they come up with. Through encouraging role play you are also
encouraging motor development in general as the children use their whole body while
playing with each other.
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Making the Mask
▪

Gather the children in a circle and talk about
the body parts, face and the whole body,
encourage the learners to show where their
ears, mouth, nose, eyebrows etc., are and ask
the children what those body parts are doing
or what they are used for. For example, you
can have a flower to smell to demonstrate
the sense of smell, piece of apple for the

taste and listening closely to sound around
us with our ears.
▪

We use movement to show all the body

▪

parts e.g. we stand up and wiggle hand, stamp
with feet… and roll our shoulders.
After a few minutes we focus the attention on
our faces. We blow our cheeks, touch our nose, smell a flower, blow bubbles with our
mouth or open and close our eyes. Children are allowed to stand up, have fun, laugh and

express themselves freely in this activity. It also serves to release some energy
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

and therefore be able to concentrate once we start the masks.
We show different masks to the children and talk about what they look like and ask the
children if they have seen masks before and where?
Every child gets a paper plate and finds a place where he/she works at.
We help with seating children and supply material for every table.
We start of to let the children draw eyes nose and mouth… then cut out the eyes.
Here it is important to encourage the children to make the eyes in two big circles so that
it is easy to cut out later. Children might need help in form of getting the scissor through
the paper to start cutting.
We supply glue and other material to decorate the masks. The children are free to
choose from the material. We observe closely, if and when the children need
encouragement or help and assist if is needed.
After the masks have dried we let the children put string through the wholes on the side
that we have made in the art making process and then they can put their masks on and
try them out.
We meet in the circle after we clean up together and speak about the masks and each
child gets a moment to tell us about his/her masks. We can encourage to find a name for
the mask or describe some of the material or colour used.
Every mask is beautiful and unique, and we let the children know that there is no right or
wrong in expressing their own feelings. All the masks are accepted how they are and
there is no judgment made on the outcome. This is to make the children feel confident
and proud about their work.
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Making masks from paper plates in an activity that stimulates creative play beyond the
process of making the masks as the end product can be used in role play and dress up
games. The children engage their hands into the activity as they have to cut, glue and
decorate the mask.

_____________________  _____________________
2. Paper Plate Bird Nest
Materials:
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

Paper plates
blue paper
dried leaves
glue
containers for glue and sticks to put glue on plates
paper or cardboard and bird template
scissors
feathers to decorate the birds
crayons.

This activity is about observing birds and using nature material like leaves in the craft
activity for sensory stimulation. You can use a story about birds or have a nature walk and
observe birds in their natural environment to inspire the children. You can ask questions
like,
▪ where do birds live?
▪ What do birds eat?
▪ how do they move?
▪ which birds did you observe and what do
they look like?
How to do it?
Start with a movement activity. Let the
children sit in a circle and explain to them that
you will name a number of animals such as cat, dog, pig, eagle…, etc. Every time you name
an animal that can fly the children must raise their arms high up in the sky and imitate the
flying movement of a bird with their arms.

Warm up the hands before you start with some hand exercises such as:
▪
▪

shaking hands, and
make a fist and open or bring the thumb to each finger.

In preparation for the craft you can go outside with the learners and let them find leaves,
seeds, grass or small stones to decorate the bird nest later.
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Start the craft activity:
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Give every child a paper plate and let the children divide the paper plate with a crayon
into 2 halves. Make them aware of the circle as a whole and where to draw the line in
order to make to equal parts. This reinforces the round shape and the concept of one
whole piece divided makes 2.
Give every child some blue paper and let them tear it in small pieces.
Give every child some dried leaves, grass, seeds and let them use their hands to tear
small pieces.
Then let the children put glue on their plate and stick the one half of the paper plate full
of blue paper pieces and the other half of the plate full of leave pieces.
Set aside to dry.
Now the children can cut out their paper bird (see template) and then decorate it with a
feather and crayons.
Use a pip or seed for the eye of the bird.

What can the children learn?
This activity gives a sensory experience as you are using different textures like the leaves,
the paper, the feather, seeds etc.
The children can also practice hand skills by tearing the paper in small pieces. It enhances
dexterity as well as spatial awareness as they have to stay and work with the 2 halves of the
plate.
You can also teach colour awareness and talk about the blue paper which represents the
sky, the leaves which are green or brown and also the colours of the bird itself.
Make the children aware of the sensory experiences when they are working with the leaves.
Ask them,
▪ how does the leaf feel?
▪ what shape has the seed or stone?
▪ is the material hard or soft?
▪ what colours can they see?
▪ is there a sound when they crumble the leaves?
A great follow up activity for the bird theme is “making feather crowns “from collected bird
feathers and letting the children decorate the crowns with crayons or paint. You can also
stick colourful paper or seeds onto the crowns, see number 4, Paper Plate Crown.

_____________________  _____________________
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3. Paper Plate hat / sun cap
The hat making activity is great for hot days. You can make
children aware of how the sun affects us and how we can protect
our skin when playing outside.
You can in incorporate the sun hat making into your healthy
living theme at school or at home.
The children create their own sun cap that they can use every
day for sun protection.

From my own observation, the children love designing, making
and then being able to use their made object on a daily basis, either for decorating their
rooms, themselves or just playing with it. They take much pride and joy out of their own
creations.
Materials:

☺ Paper plates
☺ Oil pastels
☺ Stickers, pieces of material, pieces of
colourful wrapping paper
☺ Glue
☺ Scissors
☺ Elastic.
How to make the hat?
Making hats or paper crowns invite the children to gain awareness of their body.
The hat gives opportunity to become aware of our head, its size and shape.
We gather all the children before we start and do a body warm up such as cross crawl or
Simon says or dancing…, anything that brings the children into their bodies enhancing their
body awareness and their knowledge of their bodies.
Make the children aware of their body parts and let them name the different body parts.
Making the sun hats:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

We cut the plate into 2 halves and make holes on each side
Now each child gets one half and the children can decorate the plate with oil pastels
Encourage the children to fill the plates with colour and leave no white patches
Talk about different patterns or shapes they can use for decorations
Talk about the different colours they can use
Ask the children, what is your favourite colour and encourage them to start with that
colour
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▪

▪

▪
▪

Then they can bring other colours to join their favourite colour. This is a way to make the
activity fun and create an atmosphere of being playful without any judgment nor
competition
It makes the children aware of their personal taste and that we are all individuals, and
that it is ok to have different tastes. It encourages the children to talk about their
favourite colour. Ask them where in the room can they find this colour or where in nature
can we find this colour? This adds an element of communication and also colour
knowledge to the activity.
Once the plate is full off colour, give the children some stickers or glue and pieces of
material to decorate the hat
The sticking on gives another dimension to the project and it adds another sensory
stimulation to it.

What can the children learn?

☺ Fine motor skills: handling crayons, using scissors, sticking material enhances dexterity
☺ Communication skills: talking about colours, expressing one’s own taste, expressing
feelings
☺ Body awareness: learning the different body parts, measuring the size of their heads
when putting the elastic on.
The activity enhances creativity and the ability to express one’s individuality by creating
something freely (free choice of colour, patterns, etc.).

_____________________  _____________________
4. Paper Plate Crown
Crowns can be made from paper plates, cardboard or ordinary paper.
They can be decorated with bits and pieces from whatever you can find, for example, seeds,
leaves, sticks, buttons, pieces of material and pictures from magazines.
The process of making the crowns is fun and the end product lends itself to imaginary
games and role play.
You can inspire the children for further play with a story, poem or a song.
Put some music on and let the children express themselves creatively with free movement
and dance.
Materials:

☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

Paper plate
scissor
crayons
glitter or tin foil
glue
ruler or any other straight item.
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How to make the crown:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Each child gets one paper plate.
Let the children paint the plate either with paint (all colours) or with oil pastels.
Let it dry if you use wet paint.
Show the children how to find the center of the plate.
Point it out and let the children mark it.
Now draw lines through the center of the inside circle, much like you are cutting a cake.
Make 4 lines that meet at the central point then fold the plate in half with so that you can
see the lines.
Now the children can cut on the lines being aware to stop about 3 centimetres before
the paper plate edge.

1.

▪
▪

2.

3.

Now you can push the triangles that you have created from the middle up
Let the children decorate the crown with crayons/ water paint or stick bits and pieces on
with glue.
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What can the children learn?
▪

Concept formation of a whole, half and quarter when drawing the
lines through the center.

▪

Hands skills such as scissor skills, using a ruler, hand-eye

coordination, bilateral integration holding the plate and
▪
▪
▪

cutting at the same time.
Handling of tools such as a brush, scissors, ruler and crayons.
Listening and memorizing of instructions.
Planning skills when cutting the lines for the crown.

This is a good activity to combine with a story as this invites the
children for further role play and enhances their imagination
and listening skills. Talk in a circle about the crown and what it symbolizes and make up a
story as you go involving the children’s imagination. You can also combine this with some
face painting or some music to dance to once the crowns are done.

_____________________  _____________________
5. Paper Plate Bag
The paper plate bag is a great item for children to
use after the bag is finished.
Materials:

☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

Paper plate
wax crayons
wool - all colours and thicknesses
thick string
decorations such as stickers, buttons, material,
and whatever else you can find.

How to do it:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cut the paper plate into 2 equal halves and
decorate each half on the inside part
Punch holes all along the plate
Use some wool to weave the paper plate together
Thread a long piece of string of string (thick) on each end to
make the handle for the bag
The paper bag can be decorated with paint or crayons and
material, buttons, shells and glitter paper, etc. onto it.
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What can the children learn?

☺ Fine motor skills:
the hands are used in this activity in a variety of ways.
The children can practice cutting on a straight line,
weaving and painting as well as sticking on different
materials.
☺ Creativity:
the children can express their creativity by decorating
and using colour and different materials.
Give the children an opportunity to show their bag to the
group. Let them describe the colours they have used and
ask them what each colour means to them. How do you
feel when you see the colour green or yellow? It teaches the

colours and also teaches them to express their inner feelings putting them into words.

_____________________  _____________________
6. Paper Plate Tortoise
Materials:

☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

Paper plate
cardboard
scissors
glue
finger paint or wax crayons
pieces of material, paper or cardboard

Start the session with a nature story that involves a tortoise or talk about observations that
the kids have made in their environment.
Have they seen a tortoise before, what does it look like and how does it move? Show the
children pictures of a tortoise.
How to make it:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Let the children cut out a head and the legs from the cardboard.
Let the children count to 4 first with fingers and then let them cut out the correct number
of legs.
Set the cut out legs and head aside for later.
The paper plate will be the body of the tortoise.
Each child gets one plate to decorate with – finger-paint – wax crayons or material.
Depending on what is available and which skills you want to emphasize.
/continued on the next page
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▪
▪
▪

The children can look at a picture of a tortoise and be inspired by the pattern and then
recreate it with finger-paint or crayons.
The material can be pasted onto the plate with glue to create a colourful, tactile tortoise
shell in all colours.
When the paper plate is decorated let it dry. The stick the legs and the head onto the
plate.

The tortoise can be used for play or decoration.
Follow up activities for themes on animals around us can be the paper plate fish or snake.

_____________________  _____________________
7. Paper Plate Bird
Materials:

☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

Plate
feathers
string or glue
crayons or paint
eyes (children can make the eyes themselves).

How to do it:
First, every child can paint their paper plate in any colour they like.
Let it dry. Once it is dry, let every child fold their plates in half so that the paper bird can
stand on its own. Now the children can decorate the paper plate with feathers, make an eye
for the bird with a button or some cardboard. They can cut long stripes of paper for the tail.
Allow the children to be creative with their decoration.

_____________________  _____________________
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8. Paper plate Season or weather or mood chart - and
9. paper plate colour wheel

Materials:

☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

Paper plate
scissors
glue
colourful cardboard or paper or magazines
bottle tops in all colours or any other things such as wool, buttons or material in a variety
of colours.

Try this fun lesson with your kids to help them learn about primary and secondary colours.
By making a yummy colour wheel pizza, they will learn colour theory in a flash.
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cut out some circle shapes from cardboard for your children and have these ready on
the day of your lesson.
While you are at it, gather a whole bunch of different coloured paper, yarn, craft sticks,
etc. and put them in a tray for each table. These will become the pizza ‘toppings’.
Talk about primary colours and how a colour wheel is important. Explain to your
students that they will be creating a very delicious colour wheel pizza divided into
primary and secondary slices with yummy colourful toppings.
Give each child their own ‘pizza’ circle and help them divide it into six parts or slices. I
didn’t use a ruler for this and instead had my kids go free hand.
Next, have them choose one slice to colour in with one primary colour, then leave a
space, another primary colour and so on. We used crayons.
When all three primary colours are finished, have your students fill in the secondary
colours–this is assuming you have already practiced mixing colours in previous lessons.
Once all the colours are filled, it’s time for the delicious toppings!
Remind the kids that the toppings have to match the slice colour.
Give out some scrap paper for them to draw other toppings such as mushrooms,
pepperoni and colour them according to their slice colour.

The sky is the limit!

_____________________  _____________________
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10. paper plate SNAKE
Material needed:

☺
☺
☺
☺

Paper plate
scissor
wax crayons or other colors
buttons or diamonds or pips for the eyes.

▪
▪
▪
▪

First draw a spiral onto the paper plate.
Then let the children cut along the spiral.
Now decorate the paper plate in bright colors.
Use different colors and shapes and make different patterns all over the paper plate. Fill
the whole plate with color.
Then glue the buttons on for the eyes of the snake and hang it up as a mobile in your
house.

▪

This activity enhances fine motor skills.
The children can practice how to cut, hold a crayon and draw and they can also learn
about the different colours when decorating the snake.
You can use a story or some facts about sakes to teach the children about animals and
how they live.
This activity offers itself to educate children about the animal kingdom.
You can follow this activity up with an animal collage or some animal paintings and combine
it with a story about animals in our environment.

_____________________  _____________________
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Another fun activity with the snake theme is to make a paper chain.
11. Paper Chain Snake
This is a fun, simple craft for all ages.
It's also a good project for practicing making patterns and learning about colors.
It enhances hand skills and the snake can be used to for decoration.
Material needed:

☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

construction paper /all colors
scissors,
scotch tape or glue,
wiggly eyes (optional)
black marker

Instructions:
Cut about 16 or more strips of construction
paper, 4cm wide and aprox. 10cm long
▪ Decide what type of pattern you want to
make. It can be green, green, yellow, green, green or yellow...
▪ Make your first strip of construction paper into a ring and tape or glue it together
▪ Slide your next strip of construction paper through the ring and tape or glue it into a ring
▪ Repeat the process until you have a long chain of construction paper rings.
Tongue:
▪ Cut a tongue shape from red construction paper
▪ Fold a small tab at the end and glue it onto the head
(the front construction paper ring).
▪

Eyes:
▪ Glue on wiggly eyes or draw eyes on with a marker

▪

We cut eyes out of red construction paper and drew
an eye slit in the middle of each with a black marker.

_____________________  _____________________
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12. Paper plATE MANDALA / SHAPE AND PATTERNS
Patterns and shapes around us
This project is all about patterns and shapes.
The kids are encouraged to look for patterns
around them.
We look at windows, road signs, trees, buildings...
identifying squares, triangles or rectangular.
We can look at a water bowl and investigate the
ripples made when we throw a stone or alternative
object into the water.
We look at fabric patterns, prints on the street from
tires or shoes.
Once we open our eyes, we become aware of
interesting patterns formulated by natural or
manmade colors, lines and shapes.
It becomes an area that we can see and explore.
▪
▪
▪

Each child is given a small paper plate or square of cardboard to fill with patterns and
colors.
By the end of the session we bring all the patterns together and create a beautiful
mosaic tapestry.
Let your kids cut out the different shapes:

circle, square, rectangle, triangle, heart, start, oval, etc. and create pictures with
▪

the shapes.
Make the children aware of the lines and corners and also the different sizes.

_____________________  _____________________
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13. Paper plATE FRUIT
With summer here, we are able to enjoy fresh fruits at the peak of their season.
This fun craft for kids is colorful and simple, and a great way to celebrate the sweet treats
Mother Nature has to offer.
How to do it:

☺ Use miniature paper plates, some paint and construction paper to create these colorful
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

fruits for a fun summer project.
Start off by painting the paper plates, one each red, orange, olive green, green and
yellow.
You may need to add a second coat.
Allow to dry.
Let the children taste different fruit and look at the fruit carefully and then explore the
colors,
Let the children observe and express which colors they see.
Encourage the kids to decorate the fruit freely according to what they have observed.

Extend the activity and make a fruit basket

_____________________  _____________________
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14. Paper plATE SPIDER WEB

Materials:
☺
☺
☺
☺

Paper plates
scissors
yarn / wool
hole punch

How to do it:
▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

The first thing you need to do is cut out the
middle of your paper plate.
This can be a bit fiddly to start off with and you might need to fold the plate in half to start
off your cutting, so it may be best for an adult to do this part.
Once you’ve got just the rim of your plate left use the hole punch to make holes around
the inside of it.
Space them out a bit, but they don’t need to be very evenly spaced, nor does it matter
how many you do.
Start lacing the yarn across the inside of the cut out plate.
It doesn’t matter if you go in and out of holes you’ve already used, or what order you go
round the holes, just try to make sure you’ve used all of them.
Putting the needle in from the front or the back of the plate also doesn’t matter.
This part of the activity is perfect for children – the holes are big enough for
them to easily fit the needle through and it doesn’t matter at all as to what order they
lace it all up in.
Try to finish by either going through the same hole where you started, or the one next to
it and then just tie a not in the two ends of the thread to secure it.

_____________________  _____________________
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15. Paper plATE fish
The fish making can be connected to nature and animal themes.
Show the children pictures of different fish.
Explore the color, size and shape and talk about where fish live and what they eat.
You can combine this activity with water exploration and do some water experiments
to explore the water element.
▪
▪
▪

Have different see through containers of water clearly visible on a table.
Let the children see how you put drops of different food coloring into the water and how
the water changes color.
You can mix yellow +red= orange, yellow +blue= green, red +blue= purple and explore
different shades of color.

Materials:

☺
☺
☺
☺

Paper plate
crayons
glue and some tin foil
scissor

How to do it:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Show the children some pictures of fishes from a magazine.
Discuss the shape of the fish, show them the fins and what shape they have.
Talk about the different color you can see and also where the fish lives.
Talk about the element water and encourage the children to drink water for hydration.
You can do a little experiment where you us different things in a bowl that float and some
things that sink down to the ground to emphasize the qualities that water presents.
Use for example a stone and let it sink to the ground
then use a plastic lid to show the children how things
can float and be carried by water like a boat.
You can also use some food coloring to experiment
with water and color.
For example, use yellow first and the mix some red
into it to create the color orange.

▪

Take one paper plate per child and mark a triangular
piece for the children to cut out. That will be the fin of
the fish.
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▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Let the children decorate both pieces of the plate
in all colors of the rainbow.
You can offer wet paint and brushes, finger paint
or crayons.
Encourage the kids to fill out the whole paper plate
and leave no white color.
Let them do lines, dots, shapes and make them
aware of the fact that a fish has some fins.
Give the children a little piece of tin foil to tear with
their hands and then decorate the fish… using glue to stick the tin foil onto the fish.
Then when everything is decorated you can glue or tucker the piece that you have cut
out onto the remaining paper plate to create the fin for your fish.
Last use a button, bottle lid or simply a round piece of card/paper for your fish’s eye.
Now you let everything dry and then the children can play with the fish or hang it as
decoration in their house.

What do the children learn?

☺ Listening skills:
following instructions

☺ Observation skills:
what does a fish look like, where does it live and translating that knowledge into their fish
when decorating it

☺ Hand skills:
using crayons in preparation for writing, gluing and sticking enhances dexterity

☺ Creativity and color knowledge when decorating their fish.

_____________________  _____________________
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16. Paper plATE jelly fish

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

Cut the paper plate in half and let the
children make 2 big eyes onto the half
plate.
Then decorate the half with lots of color.
Use fingerpaint and if you want to add
some texture then put some fine sand into
the paint.
Decorate the plate on both sides
Let it dry
Let the children cut long strips of paper, if
you have use color paper but you can
also use old newspaper
Let the children count how many long
stripes they can cut or tear with their
hands
Glue the long paper stipes onto the plate
and let it dry
The children can use the jelly fish to
decorate their homes or simply use for

play.

_____________________  _____________________
17. Paper plATE rainbow
The rainbow relates to the weather and is a wonderful phenomenon in nature to explore
with children.
This activity can be used to emphasize the color spectrum and also the weather cycle.
Material needed:

☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

Paper plate
puncher
scissors
color: whatever you have (crayons, paint)
different color paper
glue
wool or cotton wool
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How to do it:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cut the paper plate in half
Then create a rainbow on one half of the plate, you can use paint, crayons or color paper
that you tear in small pieces and glue onto the plate
Let the plate dry and then stick some cotton wool at the bottom to resemble clouds
Another version is to stick paper stripes or wool at the bottom of the plate

As a start-up activity, you can have a walk outside with the learners and talk about the

weather.
What season are we in right now and what temperature is it outside?
Is it hot or cold? Dry or wet?
Are there blossoms on the plants or are the leaves falling of the trees?
Encourage the children to express what they see and feel.
Talk about the rain and what happens after the rains have stopped and the sun is coming
out.
Make an experiment

Making a Rainbow
Materials needed:

☺ 1 glass of water
☺ sheet of white paper
☺ the sun
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How to do it:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Fill the glass all the way to the top with water and then put the glass of water on a table
so that it is half on the table and half off of the table.
Be careful that the glass doesn't fall.
Now, make sure that the sun can shine through the glass of water.
After you do that, place the white sheet of paper on the floor.
Adjust the piece of white paper and the glass of water until a rainbow forms on the
paper.

Explanation:
Why does this happen?
Light is made up of a lot of colors.
Specifically, the colors are red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet.
When light passes through the water, it is broken up into the colors seen in a rainbow.

Make a Rain Gauge
Materials needed:

☺ Clear jar
☺ ruler
How to do it:
Check the weather forecast and observe the weather before it starts raining.
Put a jar outside in an open area before it starts raining.
When it stops raining, measure how many inches of rain are in the jar with your ruler.
Explanation:
You’ve just created your own rain gauge and can measure how much rain you received
from the downfall.

Indoor rainbow
Materials needed:

☺
☺
☺
☺

Glass jar or a large drinking glass
small mirror
flashlight
dark room with white walls
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How to do it:
Fill the jar or glass with water and place the mirror inside the water filled jar or glass.
Tilt the mirror slightly upward. In a very dark room with white walls, shine the flashlight onto
the mirror.
A rainbow will appear! If no rainbow appears at first, just change the angle of the light from
the flashlight or change the angle of the mirror.
Explanation:
The mirror reflects light that passes back through the water, traveling at an angle.
The water bends, or refracts, the light.
As the light bends, it separates into the colors of the rainbow... red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, indigo and violet.

Rainbow on a plate
Materials needed:

☺
☺
☺
☺

red, blue and yellow food color (primary colors)
1 cup of milk
dish soap
shallow and flat bowl/plate or container

How to do it:
Let the children help with this activity.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Pour 1 cup of milk into the bowl.
Then add 3 drops of red /blue and yellow food color to one edge of the bowl.
Do not move the plate.
Now squeeze a drop of the dish soap in the center of the bowl.
Watch what happens!

Explanation:
The dish soap does not mix with the milk.
Instead, it floats on top and spreads over the surface.
As it spreads, it grabs the food color of the primary colors you dropped into it.
Where the colors meet they form new colors.
Thee colors are called secondary colors - Red + Yellow = OrangeBlue + Red = PurpleYellow
+ Blue = Green.

_____________________  _____________________
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18. Paper plATE necklaces

Materials:
☺ Paper plate
☺ scissor
☺ lots of color.
How to do it:
▪
▪
▪

Cut the inside of the paper plate so that you can hang it around your neck.
Now create patterns on the paper plate
make different shapes, lines, circles, etc., until there is no white on the plate and all is
covered with paint.

Encourage children to look at colors and patterns and use what they see around them as
inspiration to create a wonderful colorful piece.

1.

3.

2.

_____________________  _____________________
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